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FUNdamentals 1 Assessment Tool
For each participant, enter Yes (Y) or No (N) to indicate the following:
Column 1: Success Criteria - Can they do the skill? Column 2: Technical Skill Criteria - Does it look right?
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8. Forehand Pass &
On-ice shot

7. Safe Checking &
Stick Safety

6. Carry Ring on
Stick

5. Marching
Backwards

(stride to a 3 meter glide)

4. Skate & Glide
with Basic Stance

(2foot)

3. Snowplow stops

2. Marching
Forwards

(Static and Dynamic)

Participant

1. Fall and Stand

Skill
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Skill Explanations and Criteria
Skill
1. Fall and Stand
(Static and Dynamic)

2. Marching
Forwards
3. Snowplow stops
(2foot)

4. Skate & Glide
with Basic Stance
(stride to a 3 meter
glide)

5. Marching
Backwards

Success Criteria

Technical Skill Criteria

(Can they do it?)

(Does it look right?)

Fall safely without hitting head, stands up in one
attempt

Stands up without support or help, with less than a 3 second pause in the dynamic
fall between falling and standing back up

Can march forward from goal line to ringette line.

Picks up both feet, alternating left and right. Knees bent, head up and looking in
direction of travel. Marches forward from goal line to ringette line without falling,
and with feet constantly moving.

Stops moving completely using 2 feet

2 foot stop – both feet scrape outwards with toes pointing slightly in, even weight
on both feet

Skates 3-4 metres, alternating feet. Glides 3-4 metres with both feet on the ice and
in a basic ringette stance; knees bent, head up looking forward, holds stick with top
hand facing downwards and bottom hand facing up, hands are approx. one glove
width apart with both on top half of stick
Picks up both feet, alternating left and right. Knees bent, head up and looking over
Can march backward from goal line to ringette line. shoulder. Marches backwards from goal line to ringette line without falling, and
with feet constantly moving.
Can skate 3-4 meters, then glide 3-4 metres, (Use a
free pass circle, start glide at centre)

6. Carry Ring on Stick

Can march or skate from goal line to ringette line
with the ring on their stick

7. Safe Checking &
Stick Safety

Can check a partner, stationary, maintaining stick
and body safety.

8. Forehand Pass &
On-ice shot

Can pass the ring to a partner that is approx..5 feet
away. Can shoot the ring on the ice into the net.

Marches with 2 feet alternating, 2 hands on stick with proper grip, knees bent and
head up looking forward in direction of travel
Can explain why we keep our sticks low. Uses a rainbow check or a sweep check to
check their partner, without pushing their partner over or using unsafe bodies,
keeping the stick below waist height, and checking from underneath the stick
rather than over the top
With the correct stick grip, and stick safety, pass the ring within a stick reach of
their partner approx. 5 feet away, with less force than a shot (partner is able to
stab the ring)
With the correct stick grip and stick safety, shoot the ring on the ice into the net
from 5-7 feet away, with more force than a pass.
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Example Form
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N

Y

N

N
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6. Carry Ring
on Stick

5.Marching
Backwards

(stride to a 3

meter glide)

4. Skate &
Glide with
Basic Stance

3. Snowplow
stops (2foot)

2. Marching
Forward

Y

Y

N

8. Forehand
Pass & Onice shot

Y

7. Safe
Checking &
Stick Safety

Jennifer R.

(Static and
Dynamic)

Participant

1. Fall and
Stand

Skill

N

N

N

Does it look right?
(Technical skill criteria)

N

Can’t do 2 foot or L snowplow, marches only with 1 foot, did not get enough speed to glide full 3M, carries ring
with one hand on stick, checks over top of stick, ring does not move on pass or shot

Can they do it?
(Success criteria)

Notes for
explanation and
future reference.

Moving Participants between FUN1 and FUN2
To consider moving a participant from FUNdamentals 1 into FUNdamentals 2, they should demonstrate that they have acquired the majority of the
skills included in this assessment. Participants who score the following, may be ready to advance to FUNdamentals 2
 Yes’ in both Success and Technical Skills Criteria for Skills #1-4
 Yes’ in Success Criteria for Skills #5-8, with a minimum of 2/4 Yes’ in the Technical Skills column for those skills
If a participant assesses with the record listed above, a discussion should be had between the coach, parents and the association. Beyond the
assessment, be sure to consider the physical, cognitive, and social readiness of the participant before advancing them to the next division. Participants
may wish to stay in FUNdamentals 1, despite assessing with enough Yes’ to advance, due to, but not limited to, the following factors; physical size,
maturity, family & friendships, and cognitive readiness.

Using this assessment as a Coaching and Learning Tool
By assessing every participant at the beginning of the season, coaches can get an idea of where each participant is at, and what they still need to
learn. This can help coaches to design their practice plans for the start of the season, and help to create even squads when splitting your team for
intra-team play. It is suggested that associations use this assessment again later during the season to see how participants have developed, and gather
more information to help with planning and coaching.

